Agenda 2020 Users Conference

9:00am – 10:00am (Central Daylight Time)

**Keynote** - Presenter: Thomas J. Tobin, PhD, MSLS, PMP, MOT, CPACC (see brief bio below*)

**Title**: Three Secrets of Evaluating Remote Teaching During COVID-19

10:05 – 10:35

Session 1:
Reports - Revealing Meaningful Data with EvaluWise Reports – This session will show you the new report layout and the many powerful reports in EvaluWise – Brett

Session 2:
The Top Ten Most Common Support Questions – Tara

10:40 – 11:10

Session 1:
End of Cycle Process or steps in EvaluWise - Joel

Session 2:
PD Integration in EvaluWise – Demonstration of how PD is integrated in EvaluWise and TKL available for this session to have a video to go over content - Tara

11:15 – 11:45

Session 1:
Creating and Managing the Evaluation Cycle in EvaluWise – Learn how to setup categories and processes in EvaluWise based on the evaluation cycle for your district and steps to start a new cycle each year - Mark

Session 2:
Teacher Profile – Go over User Profile, Each Tab and Manage Teachers and Assigning forms individually and bulk – Brett

11:50 – 12:20

Exploring New Features in EvaluWise and Closing - Joel and Jay
12:30pm – Include Links the following:

Link Keynote Session

Link New User Overview (Might be a longer session because it includes a little more information) Tara – Recorded session for new users - Tara

Link Demonstrating the IL Performance Ranking/Rif Report, IL EIS report, Separate Recorded session since this is only for IL - Brett

Link Clark Co - Mark

Link Nevada - Mark

Link Archdiocese of Milwaukee and Rockford specific topic - Mark

Links to all morning sessions listed above

*Our Keynote Speaker:
Thomas J. Tobin, PhD, MSLS, PMP, MOT, CPACC is the Program Area Director for Distance Teaching & Learning on the Learning Design, Development, & Innovation (LDDI) team at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, as well as an internationally recognized speaker and author on quality in technology-enhanced education. His books include